White reflective ground cover

Ultramat is a heavy duty white reflective ground cover used to help increase plant growth by increased light reflection.

Applications
- Orchard rows
- Hot house / indoor flooring
- Ground cover
- Weed suppressant

Advantages
- UV stabilised
- Heavy duty
- Tucked edges, reduced fraying
- Blue planting lines

Technical specs
- Roll width - 1.1m, 2.7m, 3.3m, 4.15m
- Roll length - 100m OR cut to length
- Weight - 108gsm
- Life expectancy 4-5 years

Cosio plastic pins or steel staples can be used to fix Ultramat to the ground. In windy locations place ground staples closer together to reduce wind lift.

*Note - PP woven weedmat can shrink up to 2% when exposed to sunlight, leave enough overlap to allow for shrinkage.
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